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A first order theory T of power I is called unidimensional if any two A+-saturated models of 
T of the same (sufficiently large) cardinality are isomorphic. We prove here that such theories 
are superstable, solving a problem of Shelah. The proof involves an existence theorem and a 
definability theorem for definable groups in stable theories, and an analysis of their relation to 
regular types. 
1. Introduction 
An abstract definition of unidimensional theories is given in the abstract. 
Shelah has shown that it is equivalent to the theory being stable, with any two 
non-algebraic types non-orthogonal. We show here that every such theory is 
superstable. Once this is known, an enormous amount of additional information 
is available; see [5] for the beginning of this theory. 
The theorem is proved by a closer analysis of the non-orthogonality relation. 
The methods developed to do this are in fact applicable in much greater 
generality. 
The first result making the proof possible is that if any pathology occurs in the 
interaction between a type q and a minimal type p, it is due to the action of an 
m-definable group. This came out of research on non-orthogonality of regular 
types [lo]. The results there were special, but it quickly became clear that the 
existence of definable automorphism groups is a pervasive and very simple 
phenomenon. The proof of this has been split into two parts. First the situation is 
prepared by an analysis of q in terms of p-internal types; then (Theorem 3) we 
show that whenever an a-definable set is p-internal, its group of automorphisms 
over p is an a-definable group. The proof of the first part appeared in [9]. The 
notion of a p-internal type and the proof of the decomposition lemma there were 
tailored for this application; otherwise it would have been more natural to define 
the notion in terms of algebraic closure (as Shelah did for semi-regular types) 
rather than definable closure. 
The second step in the proof is to show that an m-definable group can only 
arise, in a stable theory, as a subgroup of a definable group. This is Theorem 2; it 
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was proved for the present purpose, with inspiration from [15]. Also included is a 
result, not necessary for the proof of the theorem on unidimensional theories, 
expressing a similar conclusion if not only the underlying set but also the group 
operation are only m-definable. 
Finally, there would be little point in getting a definable group if one had to 
lose it in analyzing its own interaction with the minimal type. The last ingredient 
(Section 5) is thus a proof that the relationship between p and the group G can be 
understood group-theoretically; there exists a normal subgroup N such that G/N 
is p-internal. 
After seeing the proof, Lascar asked whether the last statement can be proved 
for regular types in general. The answer is positive, and the result is presented in 
this way. The result on definable automorphism groups is also proved more 
generally, and more information on the group is provided than is stated here. 
This paper is essentially Chapter 3 of [7]. The first three sections of the chapter 
were cannibalized, however, and presented together with Chapter 5 in [8]. 
Section 1 is repeated here (as Section 3), as it was not included in full in [8]; some 
editorial improvements have been made, and an application included (Section 4). 
Sections 3.2 and 3.3 are only summarized here, however. 
The question of the superstability of unidimensional theories was raised in [19], 
where the equivalence of the two definitions given above is shown. In [14] it was 
solved for (pure) theories of modules. For theories with a superstable definable 
set the problem was solved independently in [4] and [9]; this is invoked at the end 
of the present proof. In [6] the theorem was proved for countable theories, by a 
different method. Then Theorem 3 became clear from [lo], starting the chain of 
the proof. 
I learned the right approach to defining groups in [20]. The method was very 
different and the context seemed restricted (finite Morley rank together with a 
very heavy use of local finiteness); but the right point of view was there. I later 
discovered that Zilber had also found Theorem 3 in the special case of 
Hi-categorical theories. There is only a Russian language text, [21], but the proof 
must be a specialization of the one given here. An elegant proof of an 
intermediate case, o-stable theories, based on the proof here but with fewer 
definability issues to deal with, is presented in [18]. Indeed most if not all of this 
paper is represented in this book. 
The notation follows [9]. It is based on [13]. Essentially the only difference is 
that a strong type is considered to be a partial function p from subsets of C to 
types over them, denoted p 1 B, so that p 1 B’ is a non-forking extension of p 1 B 
if B' I B. If Q.+, y) is a formula and the sorts of p and x match, then (d,x) 
V(X, jj) denotes the p-definition of rp(x, jr). We always work in Ceq. 
2. Stable groups 
We present here Poizat’s theory of generic types, generalized in two ways; first, 
to groups that are m-definable rather than outright definable, and secondly to 
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groups actions other than the regular action. The first generalization will turn out 
to be empty, but the proof of this will involve the ability to talk about generic 
types in the (apparently) new context. The generalization is completely 
straightforward. 
We work in a stable theory T. Consider Boolean subalgebras of the 
Tarski-Lindenbaum algebra of all formulas with a fixed tuple x of free variables, 
and arbitrary parameters from the universal domain. Given such a subalgebra A, 
one defines the rank of a A-type to be its rank in the Cantor-Bendixon analysis 
of the Stone space of A. A is called uniform if it is generated as a Boolean algebra 
by { rp(x; G): a} f or some fixed formula cp(x, J). As T is stable, if A is uniform 
then every A-type has finite A-rank. 
Let G be an m-definable group, S a m-definable set, and let there be given a 
definable action - of G on S (i.e. there exists a definable relation coinciding with 
the graph of - on G x S x S.) Given A, let A* = {&g . x, ii): q(x, ii) E A, g E G}. 
A* may not be uniform, but it is contained in the uniform algebra 
{ ~(v . X, 6): Q, E A}; so every definable set has finite A*-rank. The advantage in 
considering A*% is that rank and multiplicity are translation invariant. Thus for 
example we can prove: 
Lemma 2.1 (Baldwin, Sax1 [l]). F or any A, the set of subgroups of G of the form 
G fl D (where D is the extension of a A-formula) has the ascending and descending 
chain conditions. 
Proof. Suppose for example GO I G1 =I G2 3 . . . is a strictly descending chain of 
A-definable subgroups. Then for each n, G, contains two disjoint cosets of G,+r, 
each of which has the same A*-rank and multiplicity as G,,+r; so r-M&G,) > 
r-M&G,+,). This is a contradiction. Cl 
Definition. In particular, there exists a unique smallest A-definable subgroup of 
G of finite index, called the A-connected component. The connected component 
of G is the intersection of all the A-connected components. 
Definition. Let G be a m-definable group, S a m-definable set, and let there be 
given a definable action of G on S. Then a strong type p (of elements of S) is 
generic for the action of G if for all g E G, if x Lp ( g then g a x IL g. Note that G 
acts on the set of generic strong types: gp = q if for x t=p 1 g, q - x != q ) g. A strong 
type of G is said to be generic if it is so with respect to the action on G on itself 
by left translation. 
Lemma 2.2. (a) There always exists a generic type. 
(b) Zf G acts transitively on S, then its acts transitively on the set of generic types 
of S. In particular for each A, all generics have the same A*-rank. 
(c) The connected component of G acts trivially on the set of generic types. 
(d) Zf G acts transitively on S, then for every A, {p ] A:p a generic type of S} is 
finite. 
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Proof. (a) It is not hard to find a strong type p of elements of S with the 
following property: there is no strong type q (of the same sort) such that 
rk,.(q) 2 rk,.(p) for all A with some of the inequalities strict. (Use Zorn’s 
lemma. Given a chain qi such that rk,*(qi) s rk,*(qj) if i < j, rk,.(qJ must 
stabilize at n(A*) for each A*; then the partial type {-C&Y, a): rkd.(c&, ti) < 
n(A*), some A} is consistent, and any extension is a bound to the chain.) Any 
such p is clearly based on 0. Let o E G, and let a kp 1 a Then for any A, 
rk,*(a . a/0) 5 rk,.(a . a/a) = rk,.(a/a) = rk,.(p). 
By the choice of p, equality holds everywhere, i.e. o. a IL u. Thus p is generic. 
(c) Let p be a generic type. Let Fix(p, A)Ef {a E G: “p 1 A* =p 1 A*}. Since it 
is automatically true for any u that r-M,.(“p) = r-M,.(p), Fix(p, A) = 
{a: (d,x) cp(ux)} where Q, is a formula of least r-M in p. Thus Fix(p, A) is a 
definable subgroup. Let F = n {Fix(p, A): p generic, A uniform}. Then G/F acts 
faithfully on the set of generic types, and so its cardinality is bounded by a 
function the cardinality of the language (every generic type is based on 0.) By 
compactness, each Fix(p, A) must have finite index, and so contain the connected 
component. This shows that the connected component G” acts trivially on the 
generics. 
(b) Let p, q be generic. Let a kp, b k q, and choose u such that au = b. Pick 
t E G” generic for the action of G on itself by right translation, and t & {a, a, b}. 
Then zuu=zbkzq=q. But rul~ulu, and ru&u, so tuba. Thus ““p=q. So 
G acts transitively on the generics. 
(d) By the last sentence of the proof of (c), all generics have maximal A*-rank 
for each A, i.e. rk,.(p) = rkd.(S) for each A*. By definition of rank, there are 
only finitely many possible A*-types of this kind. 0 
3. Generically presented groups 
We show here how to recover a group from generic data. 
Theorem 1. Let p be a stationary type, and let * be a definable partial operation 
such that a *b is defined for generic a, b. Assume: 
(i) Zf a, 6, c are independent realizations of p, then (a * b) * c = a * (b * c). 
(iir) For generic u,b up’, a *b kp 1 a. 
(iiR) For generic a, b epC, a *b kp I b. (I.e. a *b IL b.) 
Then there exists a formula G, a definable operation * inducing a group structure 
on G, and a definable embedding of p into G such that for independent a, b, the 
image of a *b is the product of the images of a, b. 
Definition. Let p be a stationary type. The p-germ of a definable function is its 
equivalence class under the equivalence relation: f, g are equivalent if they agree 
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generically. More precisely, since f, g are definable they may be considered as 
objects in Ceq. f, g define the same germ if for a kp 1 {f, g}, f(a) =g(a). 
Note that this equivalence relation is definable (on definable families of 
definable functions), by the open mapping theorem; so the germ of a definable 
function f may itself be considered as an object in Ceq. The following is easy but 
important: 
Lemma 3.1. Let g be a germ and a k-p 1 g. Let f be a definable function with germ 
f = g satisfying f 11, a. Then the value off (a) is independent of the choice off. 
(And hence will be written as g(a).) 
Proof. Let fi, fi be two such functions. Choose f3 with germ g and f3 6 
{fi, f2, al/g. Then f3, fi, a are independent over g, so {f3, fi} & a 1 g. Since a IL g, 
(f3, fi} 6 a. Thus by definition of a germ, h(a) = fi(a). Similarly h(a) = f*(a). So 
f&r) =fxa). 0 
The lemma will be considered as a justification to consider germs of definable 
functions by themselves, without separate notation for the function they come 
from. So from now on f, g will be used to denote germs. 
Lemma 3.2. Let u be a germ, with domain p and range q. Let BO be any set such 
that p, q are defined over BO. Then stp(a/B,) is q-internal. In other words, for 
some B & o 1 B, and some set Z of realizations of q I B, o E dcl(B U I). In fact, Z 
can be chosen independent over B. 
Proof. Let IO be a long Morley sequence of realizations of p I BO U {a}, and let 
B = BO U lo. Let Z = {a(c): c E I,}. Then u E dcl(B U I). For suppose tp(u’/BZ) = 
tp(u/BZ). Then in particular, u(c) = u’(c) for each c EZ~. Since Z,, is long, 
{a, a’} IL c for some c E lo. So u(c) = u’(c) for generic c kp. By Definition of a 
germ, u = u’. 0 
If p, q are stationary types, we may consider the germs mapping p into q, i.e. 
the set of all germs of definable functions f at p with the property that for 
a LP I B7 f(a) kq I B ( w h ere B is any set such that f, p, and q are B-definable.) 
We obtain the structure of a category, whose objects are the parallelism classes of 
stationary types, and whose morphisms are the germs of definable functions, with 
the obvious composition. In particular, for each p we have the semi-group with 
identity S(p) of germs of functions p+p. Note that S(p) satisfies the right 
cancellation law: if g *f = h *f, then h = g. (Proof. Let a kp ) {f, g, h}. a IL 
f,g,h; so f(a)bg, h If. But f(a)bf, so f(a) &g, h. Thus the fact that 
g(f (a)) = h(f (a)) means that h = g generically, i.e. h = g.) The invertible 
members of this semigroup form a group, denoted G(p), the group of generic 
permutations of p. G(p) need not be definable, of course. 
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Proof of Theorem 1. The plan is to identify each element a with the germ ii of 
the map x H a *x, to take G = the semi-group generated by these germs, to show 
that it is generated in 2 steps and hence m-definable, and to observe that it forms 
a group. 
First we must show the ‘identification’ is in fact an embedding, i.e. that c1 = c2 
if El = Ez. Indeed, pick b Fp 1 { cl, c2}. SO for some al, a2 we have ui * b = ci. 
(This uses (iiR).) For generic d, 
ul*(b*d)=(uI*b)*d=c,*d=c,*d=(u,*b)*d=u2*(b*d). 
Since b *d is generic to {al, a*}, this shows that Cl = cSZ. So using the fact that the 
germ suffices to define a function, c1 = a1 * b =&(b) = &(b) = c2. Thus we have - - 
indeed embedded p into a semigroup. If a, b are independent, then a *b = a - b, 
as is immediate from (i). So we may truly identify p with a subset of S(p), and * 
with multiplication (e) in S(p). 
To show that the semi-group generated by the elements realizing p is (a-) 
definable comes down to this: for all a, b, c kp there exist e, f kp such that 
a - b . c = e -f. To see this, pick bI kp ) {a, b, c}. So b = bI + b2 for some b2 I=p. 
(As was argued in the previous paragraph.) bz and bI are equi-definable over b, 
so since bI & c 1 b, also b2 IL c 1 b. By assumption (ii)R, b2 & b; so b2 IL c. Thus 
letting e = a * b, andf = b, * c, we have a * b * c = e * f and (since p is closed under 
generic multiplication) e, f Lp. We have embedded p in a m-definable semigroup 
A w-definable semi-group with cancellation in a stable theory is a group: given 
a E So, we need to find b E So such that bu = 1. By compactness, what must be 
shown is that for every definable set Do 3 So, such a b exists inside Do. Without 
loss of generality . is defined on Do x Do an satisfies the right cancellation law 
there. Let Q c Do be a definable set such that So c D1 and x * y E Do for X, y E Dr. 
Write u I v for (3x E Z&)(X - u = v). For m <n < o, urn I u”. By stability, a” I a” 
for some m > n. So there are n 3 0 and k > 0 and c E D1 such that c - a”+“ = u”, 
or (c - &‘)~a” = an. Using right cancellation, (c . cd‘-‘) * a = 1. So every element 
a of So has a left inverse u-l in So. Now a . u-l - a = a, so by right cancellation 
again a * u -’ = 1. Thus So is a group. 0 
This generalizes to group actions. 
Proposition 3.3. Let G be a connected co-definable group with a ‘generic action 
on a stationary type p: for a generic element g E G and for b !=p Ig there is defined 
some element g - b kp; and for independent g, h, b we have g - (h - b) = (g - h) - b. 
Then there exists a m-definable set P and a definable action of G on P, such that p 
can be identified. with a subset of P by a definable embedding, preserving the action 
of G generically. Every element of P is the image under G of some element 
realizing p. P is unique up to a definable G-isomorphism over p. 
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Proof. Consider the set of pairs (g, a) with g E G, a kp. Define an equivalence 
relation - on them by: (g, a) - (g’, a’) iff for generic h E G, (hg) - a = (hg’) - a’. 
Denote the class of (g, a) by [g, a], and the set of classes by P. If hg2 - a = hgi - a’ 
holds for generic h, then so does hg,g, - a = hglg; * a’, since hgl is no less generic 
than h. thus one can define an action of G on P by g, . [g2, a] = [g,g,, a]. Embed 
p into P by a H [l, a]. To prove that G - p = P, let [g, u] be any element of P. Let 
h 6 g, a realize the generic type of G. Then hg & a, so h[g, a] = [hg, u] = 
[l, hg * a], or [g, a] = h-l . [l, hg - a]. Uniqueness is clear from the nature of the 
construction. The proof of the last statement (of 3.3) is contained in the proof of 
the previous proposition. 
Giinter Geisler pointed out that it is necessary to prove that a * [l, u] is an 
embedding; unlike the situation in Theorem 1, it is not given here that for 
independent generic g E G and a kp, g * a LJJ g. To prove that this holds, choose 
b kp and independent hl, h2 in G generic to b. Then (h, - h2). (h;’ . b) is defined 
and equal to hl .b. Now hl.h26hl.b (hl, but hl.hZ&hl, so hl.h2cLhl.b. 
Since tp((h, - h,), (h;l- b)) = tp(g, a), it follows that g. a IL a. Now the proof in 
Theorem 1 goes through. (We have (ii)L rather than (ii)R, but we are also taking 
germs on the left instead of the right.) 0 
Theorem 2. Let P be an w-definable set, - a definable operation inducing a group 
structure on P. Then there exists a definable set G containing P such that G is 
closed under ., and is a supergroup of P. 
Remark. It follows easily that P is in fact the intersection of definable subgroups 
of G. With the assumption that a definable supergroup exists, this was the result 
of [15]. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.2(d) and the open mapping theorem, for any formula 
$J(x, y) there exists a formula p(x) such that for all a, bp(u) iff for every generic 
type 4 of P, for c Lq 1 a, t=tp(u, c). 
Let @ be a set of formulas such that P = n {q: cp E a}. Pick S, E @ such that 
x, y, r E So+x - (Y * 2) = (-lc * Y) - z and x . 1 = x. (Compactness) For any cp E @, 
let S, = {x E S,,: for generic y E P, x * y E VP>. Then 
(*) P=n{S,:V,EGj. 
(If a is in each S, then for generic b E P, a - b E P so (since a, b ES,,) 
a = a . 1 = a e (b - b-l) = (ub)b-’ E P.) 
So there exists IJJ E @ such that SO 3 I/ and: 
(**) x, Y ES.) * x-YE&. 
Let S1 = S, for this q. In particular, if a E S1 and b E P then a - b E S,,. I claim that 
in fact a . b E S,. By definition of S, = S,,,, this means that for generic c E P, 
(a - 6) * c E I/I. Pick such a c; by the properties of generic types, b . c is generic to 
a. Since a ES,, u . (b . c) E I/J. But a, b, c E SO so (a . b) . c = a . (b . c). 
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Let S, = {y E S,: (Vx)( x E S, 3 x - y E S,)}. The last paragraph showed precisely 
that P c S,. So S, is a definable semi-group containing P. The set of invertible 
elements of S satisfies the requirements for G. Cl 
Applying the same idea twice gives the more general 
Theorem 2’. Let P, Q be m-definable sets. Let - be a definable binary function 
inducing a group structure on P and an action of (P, *) on Q. Then there exist 
definable sets G, X such that G 2 P, X I Q, and + induces a group structure on G 
and an action of (G, *) on X. 
Quotients 
The study of groups whose theory is stable quickly became the study of stable 
groups, i.e., groups interpretible in stable structures. The proofs involved 
m-definable groups, so e.g. [3] switched to studying them. This caused some 
simplification, but also some awkwardness (even in the superstable context) since 
the class of m-definable groups is not closed under quotients. We show here that a 
slightly larger class, for which the technology is still valid, is closed under 
quotients. This does not mean that we advocate working at this level; but its 
existence will save us from having to exercise care in factoring out by m-definable 
subgroups (for example in statements such as “the generic types of G/N are 
p-internal”). 
Abstractly, it is often convenient to consider types in infinitely many variables; 
call them *-types. For many purposes they behave no differently than types; the 
main point to remember is that equality is no longer definable by a single 
formula. A *-definable set is the solution set (in the universal domain) of a partial 
*-type. (So an element of such a set is an indexed sequence of elements of Ceq.) 
A *-definable function is a function whose graph is a *-definable set; by 
compactness it arises from an indexed sequence of definable functions. Now 
define a *-definable group to be a group whose underlying set is *-definable, and 
whose operations are *-definable functions. The results about stable groups in 
Section 2 hold for *-definable groups as well, with the same proofs. (The tuple x 
fixed in the second paragraph there will now have infinite length. Of course, any 
uniform subalgebra, being generated by one formula, will involve essentially only 
finitely many co-ordinates of X. A* is still contained in a uniform subalgebra, by 
compactness.) 
Our definability result can be generalized to give a canonical form to 
*-definable groups. (In effect the following proposition combines Theorem 2 with 
its dual.) 
Detinition. A projective system of definable groups is a directed partially ordered 
set J, of small cardinality, a definable group Gj for i E J, and a definable group 
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homomorphism hj,,j,: Gil+ Gjz for j1 3 j2 E .Z, forming an inverse system, such that 
hj,,j, = id and hj,,j,o hj,,j2 = hj,,j, when j3 s j2 < ji. 
Example. It is clear that the projective limit of a projective system of definable 
groups is always a *-definable group. (To be precise: given a projective system as 
above, there exists a *-definable group G and *-definable maps nj: G --, Gj such 
that (G, nj)j is the projective limit of (Gj, hjl,jz)j; and (G, Jdi)j is unique UP to a 
unique isomorphism which is also *-definable.) 
This is the only example: 
Proposition 3.4. Let G be a *-dejinable group in a stable structure. Then there 
exists a projective system of definable groups with projective limit G’, such that G 
is isomorphic to G’ by a *-definable isomorphism. 
Proof. Let G be a *-definable group. Let Z be the index set for the *-type 
defining G, so that an element of G has the form 6 = (bi: i E I). Let .Z be the set of 
finite subsets of Z, and for 6 E G and j EJ let 6(j) = (bi: i E j). Define equivalence 
relations Ej on G by: Z? Ej 6* iff for all generic types ql, q2 of G, if 
(E’, E*) kql 631 q* 1 {f?, 6*} then (17’ . Z? * C’)(j) = (C’ .6* * C”)(j). By compactness, 
for each j E.Z there exists j* EJ such that for C’, a*, a3 E G, (CI’ * 6* * G”)(j) 
depends only on d,(j*), n,(j*), a3(j*). So if 6,(j*) = 6,(j*) then Z? Ej 6’; and 
moreover by 2.2(d), there exists a formula Sj in variables xi’, x7 (i E j*) such that 
6l Ej 6 iff kaj(hl(j*), 6*(j*)). It follows that there exists an m-definable set Gj 
and a *-definable surjective map Jdi: G+ Gj whose kernal is Ej. The notation Gj is 
easily justified by verifying that the Ej-class of 1 is a normal subgroup of G, and 
Ej is the coset decomposition of G. It is also clear that the maps nj separate points 
on G: if Z? Ej 6* for all j, pick a generic type q of G and let E’, E* k q ( {h’, 6*}. 
Then by definition E’ * 6l* Z”(j) = I?’ .6* . E*(j) for each j, so E’ * b1 * E* = E 
’ - 6* - E*, and hence 6l= 6*. 
By Theorem 2, for each j there exists a definable group Gj such that Gj is a 
subgroup of Gj; so the above argument gives an embedding of G onto an 
m-definable subgroup G’ of the (*-definable) group nj Gj* Let K be the set of all 
finite subsets of J, and let G;, = &ek GC If k1 c k, where kI E K and k2 E K U {J}, 
we have the projection Jd,+, : G&’ Gk,. For each k, let {Dj: i E Zk} be a small 
system of definable subgroups of G‘,, whose intersection is n,,k(G’). (This uses 
the remark following the statement of Theorem 2.) Let J* = {(k, i): k E K, i E Zk}, 
and define (k, i) S (k’, i’) iff k c k’ and nk’,k(Di’) c Di; if these conditions hold 
let Jd(k’,i’),(k,i) = nk’,k ) Dip. It is clear that G’ is the projective limit of the system 
just described. 
Corollary (to Proof). The class of *-definable groups is closed under quotients. 
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Remark. The reader may prefer the class of *-definable groups with the property 
that each element is uniformly definable over a singleton of C; it is also closed 
under quotients. (In the superstable context it is better since one can continue to 
use U-rank.) Then one rules out examples such as the group of units of the ring 
of power series over a stable field. 
4. An application 
Theorem 1 was proved as a lemma towards obtaining a definable group near a 
nontrivial locally modular type. Poizat pointed out that a very similar theorem 
was proved by Weil for algebraic groups, and asked whether one can deduce 
Weil’s theorem from Theorem 1. The problem is that Weil finds an algebraic 
group from generic algebraic data, whereas Theorem 1 gives a definable group 
from generic definable data; both the hypothesis and the conclusion are weaker. 
The gap is bridged by the following: 
Theorem. Let G be a connected, definable group over the algebraically closed 
field K. Then G is definably isomorphic to an algebraic group. 
This had been previously claimed by Van den Dries, as a corollary to the 
method of Weil’s theorem. Van den Dries also has the credit of realizing that 
Lemma 4.1 of Serre can be used in characteristic p. The idea was to rely entirely 
on Weil’s patching construction. The proof here is somewhat different, in that the 
patching is used only to give the algebraic structure on an already existing 
definable group (constructed in a different way in Theorem 1); this makes the 
proof much smoother. The idea has since been used by Pillay in the context of 
groups definable over the reals. 
Only the most elementary notions from algebraic geometry will be used; see 
[ll] for definitions. We will use the facts that algebraically closed fields have 
quantifier elimination (Tarski-Chevalley) and elimination of imaginaries (Poizat); 
see [17]. In keeping with standard model-theoretic conventions, we assume that K 
is large, while very other field occurring in the proof is assumed to be countable. 
(In the context of algebraic geometry, these conventions, and the term ‘universal 
domain’, go back to Weil’s Foundations.) 
Proof of Theorem. The phrase “x is generic to yl, . . . , yi” will mean: x realizes 
the generic type of the (connected, stable) group G over { y,, . . . , yi}. 
Lemma 4.1 (Serre). There exists a definable embedding y : G + K” (for some n) 
and a subfield k of K such that for generic a, b E G, y,& E k(y,, yb) and 
Y.-I E k(yJ. 
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Proof. Let p be the characteristic or 1 if the characteristic is 0. By the 
elimination of imaginaries [17], there exists a definable embedding x : G --, K”‘. 
Let M be a somewhat saturated model such that y and G are defined over M, 
k = K rl M. Given a generic a, let 
k*(u) = k({xblab2: bl, b2 E G f~ M} U {xbla-q,,: bl, b2 E G II M}). 
As K1 E de(a) and ab E dcl(a, b), there exists a (negative) power q of p such that 
a,+ E k(u4) and x,b E k(u4, b4) for a, 6 E G. We have k(x,) c k*(u) c k(x,,), so 
k*(u) is finite over k(x,), and we may write k*(u) = k(ya) for some finite tuple y,. 
Note that for b E GM, 
k(yad = k(Yba) = Wycl) = k(ya). 
Fix a generic to M. Let C be a small algebraically closed subset of M over 
which G, x, y are defined, and y, IL M 1 C. Let k. = C II K. So for b E G fl M with 
y, CL b 1 ko, we have 
hb E k(Yd n ko(Yaq7 Ybq) = k&G Ya) n ko(Ybq, Yd. 
As k CL ya 1 k,,, k and k,(y,) are linearly disjoint over ko, hence k(y,) and 
ko(yaq, yb’l) are linearly disjoint over ko(ya, ybs). Thus y,b E ko(ya, yb4). By 
symmetry, for a, b generic over C, y,b E kO(ya4, yb). By the same linear 
disjointness argument as above, it fOllOWS that y& E ko(ya, yb). 0 
By the lemma, there exists a definable subset V, c G of the same Morley rank 
as G, and a definable l-l map x: V, -XV, for some affine variety XV,. Use x to 
endow V, itself with the structure of an affine variety. We now have Weil’s 
assumption: 
(*) There exist morphisms m: MO+ V, and 12: VI+ V,, where MO, VI are dense 
open subsets of Vc and V,, respectively, and m, n coincide with the group 
multiplication and inversion on their domains. 
Let V, be a dense open subset of V, such that for x E VI, for any y generic to x, 
(Y, X) E MO and (y-l, yx) E M,,. Let V = {x: x E V, &x-l E V,}. Let M = {(x, y) E 
MO: xy E V}. Note that V and M are dense open. So we have an affine structure 
on V and hence on V X V, satisfying: 
GCO: M is dense open in V x V, m : M - V is a morphism, and m(x, y) = xy for 
6, Y) E M. 
GCl: For s E V, for generic x, (x, s) E M and (x-l, xs) EM. 
GC2: V = V-l, and inversion is a morphism on V. 
Lemma 4.2. Let a, b E G. Then HI = {(x, y): uxbyEV}isopeninV~V,andthe 
map: x, y I+ axby is a morphism HI + V. 
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Proof. Write b = b,b2, where b,, b2 E V. (In a connected stable group any 
element can be written as the product of two realizations of the generic type.) 
Suppose arobIb,yOE V. Let c be an element generic to everything. So (cu, x0) E 
M, (CQX~, 6 ) E M, (cax”b,, b2) E M, and (caxOblb2, y,) E M. (Each time because 
the first coordinate is generic over the second.) Moreover by (GCl) applied to 
uxob,b2y0, (an element of V), (c-l, cax,,blb2y,J EM. Let 
4 = {(x, y) e V: (ca, x) EM, (m(ca, x), b,) E M, (m(m(ca, x), b,), bJ E M, 
(m(m(m(ca, x), bi), b& Y) E M, and 
(c-l, m(m(m(m(ca, x), b,), &), Y)) EM). 
Then we have shown that (no, yO) E H,; & is open, and Hz c H,; and 
axby = m((c-‘, m(m(m(m(ca, ~1, bd, bd, ~1)) for (x, Y) E & 
As open-ness and morphism-hood are local, this proves the lemma. 0 
Define a topology U2 on G: U2 = {X c G: for all g E G, gX fl V E U,}, lJ1 being 
the affine Zariski topology on V. If H E U2 and f: H+ K (K is the field), call f 
regular just in case for all g, the map x of with domain {x E V: gx E H} is 
regular. We have to show that this gives G the structure of an algebraic group, in 
which V lies as an open set, and the variety structure induced on V is the old one. 
This amounts to checking several points, all of which reduce trivially to the 
lemma. 
Verifications 
(i) XcVisopeninU2i~itisopenasasubsetofVinU,,Amapf:X-,k~ 
regular in the new sense if and only if it was regular in the old. 
If XcV is open in U 2, then pick g = 1 in the definition of U,. Conversely, 
suppose XEU~. Wanted: Vng-‘X={xEV:gxEV&gxEX} is open. This is 
immediate from the lemma. Similarly for regular maps. 
(ii) Left translations are homeomorphisms. (This is immediate.) 
(iii) Inversion is a homeomorphism. (Hence right translations also.) 
Wanted: if X is open, then X-’ is open; i.e. gX-‘12 V EU,. W.1.o.g. X is 
contained in some left translate of V (as finitely many cover G). So X = hY for 
some open Y c V. So gX_’ = gY-‘h, and gX-’ n V = {x E V: g-‘xh-’ E Y-‘}. 
Again this is open by the lemma. 
(iv) This makes G into a variety. 
It is covereed by affine open sets, namely the translates of V. If a E G, then a 
generic g E G lies in a -‘V, so a E gV with a 6 g. It follows that if g,, g,, . . . is a 
Morley sequence of elements realizing the generic type, then G = lJg,V, so by 
compactness G is covered by finitely many translates. For a translate a-‘V, we 
have a homeomorphism t,: a-‘V- V (an affine variety). We need to check that 
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given a,, a2, letting 
X = {a,~: a,x E V & uzx E V} and Y = {a,~: ulx E V & u2x E V}, 
i.e. 
x = {x: x E v & u,u;*x E V}, Y={x:xEV&u,u,lxEv}, 
that X, Y are open and that the map: u,x H+X, or x *u2u;‘x, is an 
isomorphism between them. This is obvious from the lemma. 
(v) The diagonal is closed. 
I.e. for all ai, u2, {(x, y) EU,V X u,V: x =y} is closed in the affine topology 
there. In other words, {(x, y) E V X V: x = by} is closed. This follows easily from 
the lemma by considering the map (x, y)+ byx-‘. 
(vi) Multiplication and inversion are morphism on G. 
G x G is covered by affine rectangles of the form u,V X uzV. Multiplication on 
it corresponds to the following map on V x V: x, y ~u~xu,y. By locality and 
compactness it suffices to show that {(x, y): uxby E cV} is open, and multiplica- 
tion is a morphism on this. Again by the definition of the structure on cV, this 
reduces to the case c = 1, which is the lemma. 
Inversion: Wanted: {x: (ax)-’ E bV} is open, and x H (ax))’ is a morphism on 
it, i.e. {x E V: b-lx-‘a-’ E V} is open, and this map is a morphism there. By 
(GCl), this reduces again to the lemma. Cl 
Remark. The only place where extra parameters were needed was in Serre’s 
lemma (and there they could easily have been chosen algebraic over the ground 
field.) Since part of the hypothesis of Weil’s theorem is the conclusion of Serre’s 
lemma, it is clear that the algebraic group obtained is defined over a purely 
inseparable extension of the field one started with. 
5. Local weight and definability in groups 
The following is a (somewhat expanded) summary of the fact about local 
weight from [8], first in the abstract and then in the context of groups. The 
abstract part comes from [19, V §4], but the presentation here solves question 
V.4.9 of [19], and adds the regularity criterion in the unsuperstable context. The 
fact that the theory goes through smoothly in the context of groups generalizes 
the Berline-Lascar technology; more precisely it stands in the same relation to [3] 
as the theory of regular types does to U-rank [ll]. The techniques of [3] cannot 
be used here since they require the ambient group to have U-rank, rather than 
just the type one is dealing with, whereas our group is a priori unsuperstable. But 
even in the superstable context the method gives a finer resolution; it allows one 
to distinguish between two regular types of the same U-rank, and (more 
importantly) to tell apart semi-regular groups (such as (2/2.Z)” x (Z/22)“, so 
presented) from ones that are not (such as (Z/42)“). 
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Local weight 
Fix a regular type p, Recall that p is foreign to a (m-) definable set Q if 
whenever a Lp 1 B, a IL Q 1 B. A stationary type q is said to be hereditarily 
orthogonal to p if p is foreign to q. This notion is invariant under parallelism in 
both variables. q is p-simple if for some set B with p, q based on B, there exist 
c kq 1 B and an independent sequence Z of realizations of p 1 B such that 
stp(c/B U Z} is hereditarily orthogonal to p. The minimal possible cardinality of Z 
is called the p-weight of q, or w,(q). Note that q is hereditarily orthogonal to p iff 
q is p-simple and w,,(q) = 0. All these notions are invariant under parallelism, and 
do not change if p is replaced by a domination-equivalent regular type. Assume 
for convenience that p is non-orthogonal to 0. 
Properties. Al. Let stp(a/X) be p-simple. Zf X c Y then stp(a/Y) is p-simple. Zf 
a’ E acl(a) then stp(a’lX) is p-simple. In both cases the p-weight is at most that of 
stp(a/X). p is p-simple. w,(p) = 1. 
A2. Zf stp(a/X) and stp(b/X) are p-simple, and at least one is domination- 
equivalent to some power of p, then a IL b I X iff w,(a/bX) = w,(a/X). 
A3. (Additivity) Zf a/X and b/X are p-simple, then so is ab IX, and 
w,(ab/X) = w,,(b/X) + w,(a/bX). 
A4. (Existence) Zf stp(a/X) is non-orthogonal to p then there exists a’ E 
dcl(Xa) such that stp(a’/X) is p-simple, of nonzero weight. 
A5. (Regularity Criterion) Let q = stp(a/X) be p-simple, X algebraically 
closed, w,(q) = n. Then q is domination-equivalent to p’“’ iff for every d E 
dcl(X U {a}), if wJd/X) = 0 then d E X. Zf n = 1 and the criterion holds then q is 
regular. 
A6. Zf A IL B I C, A rl B = C, and stp(c/A) and stp(c/B) are hereditarily 
orthogonal to p, then so is stp(c/C). 
Proof. A6: Suppose not; let E contain C, d realize p over E, so that c, d fork 
over E. We may assume E & AB ( C. Hence, A, B are independent over E. As 
tp(d/E) is regular, either d & A I E or d JJ B I E. Say the former holds. Then c, d 
fork over E U A. But d realizes p over E U A, contradicting the assumption that 
stp(c/A) is hereditarily orthogonal to p. 0 
Groups and weight 
Fix a regular type p. Let G be an m-definable (or *-definable) group. 
Deli&ions. G is p-simple (of weight n) if some generic type of p is p-simple (of 
weight n). 
G is p-semi-regular (of weight n) if it is connected, and its generic type is 
p-simple and domination-equivalent to p”. 
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G is regular if it is connected and has a regular generic type; equivalently, if it 
is semi-regular of weight 1. 
G is p-internal if some generic type of G is p-internal. 
Remark (Pillay). The second definition is not equivalent to “the generic type is 
p-semi-regular”. 
Indeed, one has three almost interchangeable but distinct notions. For 
simplicity, work over a somewhat saturated model. To say that tp(a/M) is 
p-simple, l&r” implies (in particular) that tp(a/M Up”) has p-weight 0. To say 
that tp(a/M) is p-semi-regular adds the information that tp(a/M Up’) is 
algebraic. To say that tp(a/M) is p-internal, Q” is the strongest notion, adding 
that a E dcl(M Up’). As is pointed out in [8], the proofs of Al-A5 go through 
for any of these notions; the first is chosen as representative since only it is 
invariant under changing the regular type to a non-orthogonal one. In Section 6, 
however, we will actually need the stronger version of A4, stating that stp(u’/X) 
is p-internal, of nonzero weight. 
The five properties of local weight translate as follows. 
Properties. Gl. If G is p-simple, then every type in Geq is p-simple (i.e. any type 
of an element definable over some elements of G is). 
G2. Zf G is p-semi-regular of weight n, und q is any type of elements of G with 
w,(q) 2 n, then q is the generic type. 
G3. (Additivity of weight) The abstract formulation is obviously as strong as 
possible, but note the special case: w,(G/S) + w,,(S) = w,(G) if S & a (co-) 
definable subgroup of a p-simple group G. 
G4. (Existence) Suppose the generic type of G is non-orthogonal to p. Then G 
has a normal subgroup N such that GIN is p-simple (even p-internal), and the 
generic of GIN is non-orthogonal to p. 
G5. (Regularity Criterion) Let G be p-simple, of weight n. Then G is 
p-semi-regular iff there is no O-definable normal subgroup N # G such that p is 
foreign to GIN. 
Proof. Gl, G3 are immediate from the corresponding abstract property. 
G2: Let c realize the generic type of G, and let b realize q over c. Then 
n 3 w,(bc) 2 w,(bc/c) = w,(b/c) = n. 
So by A2, bc & c. Now tp(bc/@) is generic, so tp(bc/c) is generic, so tp(b/c) is a 
translate of the generic type, hence itself generic. 
For the next two properties we need a lemma. If G is a group acting on two 
sets A, B, a map f : A + B is called G-equivariant if f (g * x) = g - f(x) for g E G. 
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Lemma 5.1. Let H be a group (definable, m-definable, or * -definable.) Let H act 
generically on Q = {a: a b q}, q a strong type over 0. Suppose f: Q --, R is a 
surjective O-definable function. Then there exists an H-set R* and a surjective, 
H-equivariant, O-definable map f H: Q --, R *, such that R* is R-internal and R is 
R *-internal. 
Proof. Consider the function F: H x Q + R defined by F(g, b) = f (gb). Define 
R* and f” by letting fu(b) be the H-germ of F(-, b); i.e. fH(b) =fH(b’) iff for 
generic g E H, f (gb) = f (gb’). By Lemma 3.2, R* is R-internal. Let c E R, and let 
g E H be generic. Then c = F(g, b) for some b E Q with g IL b. So also g IL g-lb. 
By Lemma 3.1, c = F(g, g-lb) is definable over g and the H-germ of F(-, g-lb); 
so c E dcl(g, R*). This shows conversely that R is R*-internal. Define an action of 
H on R* by g - f H(gb). Clearly this is well-defined, and makes f H equivariant. 0 
Now G4, G5 follows from A4, A5. For example, for G4, let Q be the set of 
generic elements of G. Let H = G X G. H acts on G by (gI, g2) . g = g,gg;‘. This 
restricts to a generic action of H on Q. By G4, there exists a definable surjective 
map f: Q+ R such that R is p-internal, of nonzero weight. Let R*, f” be as in 
the lemma. Let N = {g,g;‘: f “(gJ = fH(gZ)}. Since f” is H-equivariant, if 
f "(gJ = f H(gd then f"(ggJ =f "(ggd and f H(glg) = f H(g2g) for gE G. The first 
equality shows that gNg -’ = N for g E G. The second shows that N is a subgroup, 
in fact N = {g: for generic g,, fH(gl) = fH(ggl)}: if fH(gl) = fH(g2) then for 
generic g,, f H(g,g;'g3) = f H(glg;1g3) = f H(g3). Now it is clear that f H induces a 
definable bijection between the generic type of GIN and R*, so G/N is 
p-internal, of nonzero p-weight. q 
Remark 5.2. G5 may be restated as follows: 
Let G be p-simple, of weight n. Then G has a (unique) p-semi-regular 
subgroup of weight n (the p-component of G). 
Corollary 5.3. Let G be a superstable group. Then there exist an integer n and 
normal subgroups Ni of G (i s n), such that NO = G, N, = (l), Ni 3 Nj+l, and 
NilNi,l is semi-regular for each i. Each Ni may be taken definable almost over 0. 
(In particular, G has a non-trivial semi-regular subgroup.) 
Corollary 5.4. A simple stable group where generic types are non-orthogonal to a 
regular type p is p-internal and p-semi-regular. 
The following can be deduced from the decomposition lemma of [9] in the 
same way as G4 is obtained from A4. 
Proposition 5.5. (a) Suppose the generics of G are not foreign to P. Then there 
exists a relatively definable normal subgroup N of G such that GIN is infinite and 
P-internal. 
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(b) Zf H acts generically on q = stp(a/@, and q is not foreign to P, then there 
exists a non-algebraic strong type q based on 8, a generic action of H on 4, and an 
acl(@-definable function h such that h(a) kq if a k q, q is P-internal, and h is a 
H-equivariant. 
6. Definable automorphism groups 
Let 2, $24 be two w-definable sets in a stable theory, 52 being the locus of a 
stationary type. It was shown in [9] how to analyze the relation between and 22 
and 3 in terms of definable functions. (This is a key step if one wants definable 
groups; for example in the strongly minimal context, one has algebraic depend- 
ence between 22 and 6% to start with, but this is not good enough.) One can 
decompose 2? by a sequence of definable equivalence relations E, (a < A), in 
such a way that each component occurring in the decomposition is an w-definable 
set which is either foreign to .3 or internal to 3. The first possibility means that 
there can be no interaction at all between an element of the set and elements of 
‘3, even over generic parameters. This occurs only at the top step, i.e. applies 
only to the classes of nsCA 8. E 22 is called %-internal if each element of 22 is 
‘eventually’ definable over elements of 5’2: for each a E 22, for some B IL a and 
some bI, . . . , bi E 9, a E dcl(B, bl, . . . , bi). The necessity for the generic 
parameters B here is the reason more than one ‘internal’ step is needed in the 
decomposition. What was left unexplained was under what circumstances uch 
parameters are indeed necessary. We give here a complete description of these 
circumstances. 
Let Aut(S/%) denote the group of permutations of 22 that extend to 
automorphisms of @ fixing %! (pointwise). 
Theorem 3. Let 22 be the locus of a stationary type q over 0, and let %! be 
Aut(K)-invariant. Assume 22 is 9%internal, and let G = Aut(?J/S). Then: 
(A) G is m-definable: there exists an m-definable group G’ (over 0), and a 
definable action of G’ on 22, such that G and G’ are isomorphic as permutation 
groups of 22. G’ k unique up to a unique O-definable isomorphism. 
(B) G c dcl(%) iff G is abelian. In general, there exist ~-definable 9*, G* with 
G* U S!* c dcl(%), a definable group structure on G * and a definable action of G* 
on Q*, such that (G*, S!*) is definably isomorphic to (G, $2). In fact, there exists 
an m-definable family 9 of bijections of 9 witn S!*, such that if f E 5, o E G, and 
CT* E G* then f oo-* and o* of are in 9; and any two elements of 9 differ by a 
unique element of G* on the right, and by a unique element of G on the left. 2!*, 
G*, the action of %* on Q*, and 9 are ~-definable with parameters from 3. 
(C) For some n, no element of G fixes n independent points in 2 The 
parameters mentioned in (B) have the form dcl(b) n dcl(S), where b is some 
independent n-tuple from 22. 
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Remark 6.1. Conversely, if Aut(2?/9) is m-definable, then 9 is %-internal. 
Proof. We may assume that if d E dcl(92) then d E 2. We will show: 
(a) For each o E G, o 1 22 coincides with a definable function f(x, b); f does 
not depend on o. 
(/I) {b: f(x, b) 19 = (T 122 for some o E G} is m-definable. 
(Y) {(bi, b*):f(x, b1) g a rees withf(x, b2) on 22} is (relatively) definable. 
This will prove part (A). 
Lemma 6.2. Assume %! is invariant under Aut(@). Let 5% be the locus of a 
complete type. Then {(a, b): a E 9 and a, b are conjugate over %!} is m-definable. 
In fact, for a,, a2 E 9, 
tp(al/%) = tp(a2/%) ifs dcl(a,) fl dcl(9) = dcl(a,) tl dcl(%). 
Proof. Pick a E 9, and let (gi: i E I) be an enumeration of all O-definable 
functions gi such that g,(a) E 3. Let g(a) = (gi( a : i E I). We have to show that for ) 
a,, a2 E 9, tp(ar/%) = tp(a2/?) iff g(al) =g(a,). One direction is clear. The 
converse amounts to showing that tp(alg(a)) implies tp(a/9). Let a(x, y) E L, 
and let r be any type realized by an element of 9% By stability, there exists a 
formula /3(y, c) with c definable over a finite number of realizations of r, such 
that if b kr then cx(a, b) = /I(b, c). By compactness, there exists p E r such that if 
Lo(b) then cx(a, b) = P(b, c). W e may normalize /3(y, c) to the extent that if 
k(Vy)(p(y) j (/3(y, c) = /3(y, c’))) then c = c’. Then clearly c E dcl(a), and 
i=(Vy)(p(y) j (/3(y, c) = o(a, y))). This is part of tp(a/g(a)), so either tp(a/g(a)) 
implies a(x, b) or tp(a/g(a)) implies --a(~, 6) (according to whether kP(b, c) or 
not.) Since a: and r were arbitrary, tp(a/g(a)) implies tp(a/9). 
It is now an easy exercise in saturation to show that if aI, a2 realize the same 
type over each b E 3, then there exists u E Aut(S/%) with a(aI) = a2. So the set 
in question is {(a,, a2): tp(aJ%) = tp(a2/9?)} = {(a,, a2): g(aI) = g(a2)}. This is 
clearly m-definable. 0 
Lemma 6.3. For some n, if (b,, . . . , b,_I, a) are n + 1 independent elements of 
9, then a E dcl({b,,, . . . , b,_,} U 5%). Moreover, there exist O-definable functions 
f, g such that f(b,, . . . , b,_I, a) E !G% and a =g(bO, . . . , b,_I, f (b,, . . . , 
LIP a)>. 
Proof. As 22 is %-internal, there exists a finite B such that if a E 22 and a & B then 
a E dcl(B U 92). Choose an independent subset Z of 9 such that tp(B/% U I) is as 
small as possible with respect to A-rank and multiplicities, i.e. if .Z 3 Z and .Z 
satisfies the same conditions, then for every finite set of formulas A, 
rk,(B/!X U I) = rk,(Bl% U J) and Mult,(B/92 U I) = Mult,(B/% UJ). 
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The cardinality of Z need be no larger than that of the language. Now choose 
a ~9 with a& ZU B. Letting J=ZU {a}, we see that tp(B/%UZ) implies 
tp(B/% U Z U {a>), and hence tp(a/% UZ) implies tp(a/% U Z U B). Since a E 
dcl(B U %), a E dcl(Z U 99). Pick I’ c Z such that a E dcl(Z’ U 3); say card(Z’) = n. 
By the claim in Lemma 6.2, tp(uZ’/dcl(uZ’) fl 3) implies tp(uZ’/%). As a E 
dcl(Z’ U i%), a E dcl(Z’ U (dcl(uZ’) fl 94)). The ‘moreover’ part follows. 0 
Proof of (a). Let 9 @) be the set of independent n-tuples from 9. Fix b E $@I. 
Let C = dcl(b) U 9, p = tp(b/C), 9= {b’: b’ bp}. So G acts transitively on 9. 
Let f, g be as in the lemma above. Note that if b’ E !Y and d E 93, then b’ & d 1 C 
(by the proof of Lemma 6.2). 
Let cr E G, a E 9, b CL a 1 C, d = f(b, a). Then a =g(b, d). Applying u, we get 
ou = g(ub, d). 
So we have a O-definable partial function h,, such that hO(b, ob, a) = au 
(namely, h,(y,,, yl, x0) = g(y,, f (x,,, yO)).) Let Z = {bk: k < A} be an independent 
subset of 9, A. = 2card(T)+ We have: 
(i) For all k, for all a E 9 with a & C U {bk}, ho(bk, ubk, a) = ou. 
Through o is an automorphism (fixing C), we know nothing about the relation 
between bk and obk, so we do not yet know that {(bk, ob,): k < A} is an 
indiscernible set. However, in a stable theory, any set of size )L has an 
indiscernible subset of size )c; so we can simply throw away some of the bk’s to get 
this fact (using nothing about a). It follows that: 
(ii) For every a there exists a finite subset F of w such that either h,(v, a) is 
constunt on {(bk, ob,J: k < w, k not in F} or h,(v, a) is l-l on this set. The size of 
F is bounded by an integer N depending only on ho. 
(This is again a general property of indiscernible sets in stable theories.) 
Combining (i) and (ii), we see that for a E 3, it must be the first possibility; and 
ou = ho(bk, obk, a) for N + 1 values of k from 0 to 2N. So let 6 = (6’, Z?) where 
6’= (b,, . . . , bzN) and 6l= (obo, . . . , obzN), and define a function h = h6 by: 
h(u) = a’ iff {k < 2N: ho(bk, ob,, a) = a’} has cardinality at least N + 1. By (ii), h 
is well defined on 9, and h(u) = o(u) for a E 9. 
Proof of (/3). We needed bI, . . . , b%,, ubI, . ub2, 
so remains show each is 
by q-germ. other if E u = I 9 and fixes 
and 
d (c, so E a d) d UC C {a, By choice a, 
sod&uc~CU{c}. d&clC, 
But 1~ so fixes and g(uc, = d). shows g(c, and 
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g(ac, z) define the same r-germ, where r = stp(d/C). By Lemma 3.1, g(c, d) = 
g(uc, d) whenever d k r 1 C U {c} and d k r 1 C U {a}. In the present case, this 
just means that g(c, d) = g(oc, d) whenever d k r. So ag(c, d) = g(c, d) for all d. 
As every element of 9 has the form g(c, d) for some d, (T is indeed the identity 
on 22. Hence the definition of hO(b, ub, x) can be extended to one that works for 
all x E 9, (not necessarily &b, ub): h,(x, y, y’) =x’ iff for generic bl, . . . , b2,, in 
9, letting bl = &,(y, y’, bJ and 6 = ((y, bi, . . . , bZn), (y’, b;, . . . , b;,)), h&x) = 
We have shown that each o E G agrees with a definable function h,(x, 6) 
(b E 9) with no invisible parameters. Conversely, if b, b’ E 9 then it was noted 
that b’ = ub for some u E G; so h,(x, b, b’) agrees with u on 22. So it is easy to 
recognize the pairs bl, b2 such that h,(x, b,, b2) agrees with some member of G 
on 9: (6,, b2) is such a pair iff there exists C’ and p’ conjugate to C, p such that 
b1 kp ’ ) C and b2 hp ’ 1 C. This is an a-definable set 9’. 
Proof of (y). It was shown above that h,(x, bi, b2) I 22 = h,(x, bl, b;) 122 iff 
h,(x, bl, b2) and h,(x, b;, bi) have the same q-germs. By the open mapping 
theorem, the latter expression is a definable equivalence relation on 9’. 
The quotient is canonically isomorphic to {a I 9: u E G}, and the induced 
group structure is definable; it is just the composition of germs encountered in 
Theorem 1. The uniqueness statement is also clear at this point, finishing the 
proof of (A). The parameters needed for the definition of G, or equivalently for 
(/3) and (y), are just the elements of C; this shows that (C) holds (as far as G 
goes). 
(B) Each u E G extends to an automorphism 5 of C fixing 92. For t E G, and 
a E 2, if t(a) = a’ then a(t)(a(a)) = ii( so a(r) = uru-‘. If G c 92, then ii 
fixes .%, so utu-l = r. Thus G is abelian. Conversely, if G is abelian, then 
a(r) = u-‘ru = t for each r in G. So there is no automorphisms of @ fixing 92 
pointwise and moving r. This implies that r E dcl(2) = 2% 
For the general case, let b E 22’, C = 9 n dcl(b), 9 the locus of b over C, as 
before. We know that G is transitive on 9, so by (C) it is sharply transitive. Let 
G* be the set of all permutations of 9 that commute with each element of G. An 
element of G* is determined by a pair of elements bl, b2 of 9: there is always a 
unique t E G* carrying bi to b2, namely the map taking ub, to ub, for each 
u E G. This is well-defined because if ub, = u’b, then u = u’. This shows that G* 
is an a-definable group. G* is contained in 92 because every automorphism 5 of 
@ fixing 92 pointwise must fix G *: 6 extends some element u of G; if t E G*, then 
ii(t) acts on P as uru-l; but G *, G commute on 54’ by assumption and G* acts 
faithfully on 9, so 5(t) = r. 
Let 22* = {[a, b’]: a E Q, b’ E S}, where [a, b’] = dcl(u, b’) n R. Note that for 
a,, a2 E % bl, b2 E 9, [al, hl = [ u2, b2] iff hl(ul, bi, b2) = u2; so 22* is obtained 
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from 9 x 9 by factoring out a definable equivalence relation, and hence is 
m-definable. Given 6’ E 5!i’, we have an bijection 22-, s* given by a H [a, b’]. (It 
is a bijection because G is sharply transitive on 9.) Let F be the family of all such 
bijections. Define an action of G* on $* by t. [a, 6’1 = [a, tb’]. This is 
well-defined because G and G* commute on 9. The verification of the claims in 
(B) is straightforward. 0 
7. Unidimensional theories are superstable 
Theorem 4. Every unidimensional theory is superstable. 
Proof. Let T be stable and unidimensional. Let us distinguish two cases. Recall 
that by Theorem 2, if T has an m-definable infinite group then it has a definable 
one. 
Case 1: T does not interpret an infinite group. 
By Zorn’s lemma, there exists a nonalgebraic type p such that every forking 
extension of p is algebraic. Such a type is called minimal. By adding constant 
symbols for the elements of the domain of p, we may assume T has a minimal 
type p based on 0. Let P = {b: b kp}.. Pick any element a, and let A = 
{a’ E dcl(a): a’ is P-analyzable}. By [9], stp(a/A) is foreign to P. Recall that A 
can be obtained as follows: A0 = 0; A,+1 = {a’ E dcl(a): stp(a’/A,) is P-internal}; 
A =U,A,. By 191, stp(alA) is foreign to P. By Theorem 3, if a E A,+1 and 
9 = {a’: stp(a’/A,) = stp(a/A,)), then Aut(WP) is m-definable. By hypothesis, 
Aut(WP) is finite. Hence 5J c acl(A, U P). So A,+1 c acl(A, U P). By induction, 
A c acl(P). But stp(alA) is foreign to P, hence orthogonal to p; since T is 
unidimensional, a E acl(A). Thus a E acl(P). Thus stp(a/0) has finite U-rank. 
Since a was arbitrary, T is superstable. 
Case 2: There exists a dejinable group G. 
Then the generics of G are not orthogonal to the minimal type p. By property 
G4 there exists a definable normal subgroup N of G such that H = G/N is 
P-internal and infinite. Being P-internal, a generic type of H has finite U-rank; 
since every group element is a product of two generics, every type in H has finite 
U-rank. It follows that R”(H) is finite. By [9, Proposition 2.11 or [4], T is 
superstable. 0 
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